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Abstract   The energy consumption in telecommunication networks is expected to 

grow considerably, especially in core networks. In this chapter, optimization of 

energy consumption is approached from two directions. In a first study, multilayer 

traffic engineering is used to assign energy-efficient paths and logical topology to 

IP traffic. The relation with traditional capacity optimization is explained, and the 

multilayer traffic engineering strategy is applied for daily traffic variations. A se-

cond study considers the core network below the IP layer, giving a detailed power 

consumption model. Optical bypass is evaluated as a technique to achieve consid-

erable power savings over per-hop optical-electronic-optical 3R regeneration 

1 Introduction 

The interest in the energy footprint of Information and Communication Tech-

nology (ICT) has only recently been sparked. One of the first papers on this topic 

is probably “Greening of the Internet”, written by Gupta and Singh in 2003 [1], 

and discusses the power consumption of the Internet and a number of approaches 

to increase its energy-efficiency. Since then, the number of related publications 

has been rising steadily and national and international projects have sprung up. 

There have been three main drivers behind this increased interest from research 

communities, companies and governmental bodies alike. Rising energy prices start 

to affect both end-users and companies and provide a financial stimulus to choose 

energy-efficient devices. Technically, increased operating times for mobile devic-

es, and energy supply and heat disposal issues for large systems, press to provide 

solutions featuring reduced power consumption. Finally, the looming global cli-

mate change scenario has increased funding for research to reduce electrical ener-

gy consumption – as a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions – across a 

wide range of technologies, including ICT equipment. 
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If we look at the actual figures, the energy consumed by ICT equipment was 

estimated to be about 4% of the global primary energy consumption1 in 2008, and 

projected to double in 2020 [2]. This estimate includes both energy consumed for 

manufacturing as well as during use of the equipment. Subdividing ICT equipment 

further into data centers, personal computers, network equipment (data and tele-

com only), TV sets and a general ‘other’ category  (containing devices such as tel-

ephone handsets, printers, fax machines, gaming consoles), it appears that each of 

these five categories roughly consumes an equal share of electrical energy during 

use. As such, network equipment constitutes about 15% of the ICT electrical ener-

gy consumption.  

Generalized, telecommunication networks are typically split up into a large 

number of access networks and a single or small number of core networks. The 

access network allows end-users to connect to the core network. The core network 

provides a high-speed intermediate connection system that links the access net-

works of the engaging end-users. The access networks currently take up  by far the 

highest share of the network power consumption. However, with rising traffic de-

mands consumption is expected to shift to the core network [3][4]. It is in this con-

text that approaches to limit or reduce the energy consumption in core networks 

have to be seen.  

While a detailed survey of existing techniques to increase energy efficiency in 

ICT networks is outside the scope of this chapter, a number of high-level optimi-

zation approaches can be considered. One general approach consists of switching 

off components during low traffic load situations; for example by employing dy-

namic topology optimization through multilayer traffic engineering (see further). 

With the maximum number of idle components switched off, a next step consists 

of reducing the load on the remaining components; in effect avoiding over-

dimensioning the capacity. The optical bypass techniques discussed further in this 

chapter is an example of such an approach. Finally, the power consumption of the 

individual components itself should be reduced. A more extensive discussion can 

be found in [17]. 

 

In the remainder of this chapter, two energy optimization studies are presented. 

Consider the model as shown on Fig. 10.1. A first study looks at core networks 

from the view-point of a layer 3 operator, i.e., managing an IP/MPLS layer net-

works on top of circuit-switched infrastructure (typically WDM). Often, infor-

mation about lower layers will be shielded, leading to an overlay operating model 

– this issue will extend to knowledge about lower layer energy consumption as 

well. The study presents energy-efficient multilayer traffic engineering building 

on an IP/MPLS layer power model. As can be expected, some similarities to typi-

cal capacity and Quality of Service (QoS) optimizing traffic engineering can be 

seen. Some results for short-term daily traffic variations are included.  

                                                           
1 Primary energy includes all energy found in nature, not only electrical energy. 
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Fig. 10.1: Core network model and case study scope 

On the other hand, a second study looks at core networks below the IP layer. In 

optical transmission systems such as WDM, the main contributing power consum-

ers are transponders, fiber amplifiers and regeneration. Two WDM power models 

are presented, and in this case, IP layer energy consumption is abstracted instead. 

Optical bypass is evaluated as a technique to achieve considerable power savings 

over per-hop optical-electronic-optical 3R regeneration as the core network expe-

riences longer term traffic volume increases. 

2 Energy-efficient multilayer traffic engineering 

Automatically switched multilayer IP-over-optical networks offer extensive flexi-

bility in adapting the network to offered IP/MPLS traffic. Multilayer traffic engi-

neering (MLTE) takes advantage of this through online IP logical topology recon-

figuration in addition to the more traditional rerouting. The main functionality of 

MLTE is to optimize towards resource usage, bandwidth throughput and QoS per-

formance. This functionality can be extended toward energy efficiency of 

IP/MPLS routing and logical topology. Moreover, these can be adapted dynami-

cally to achieve optimal energy efficiency even for scenarios with short-term traf-

fic changes, using the flexibility of MLTE strategies. 

When including energy efficiency as an optimization goal, we need some kind 

of energy-based objective function or energy ‘cost’. In the next subsections, we 
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present a power model to abstract energy requirement allowing an IP/MPLS 

MLTE strategy with limited to no information about lower layers to optimize for 

this. Next we point out the similarities of such a model with more traditional 

MLTE objective functions such as capacity usage cost. Finally we adapt an MLTE 

strategy to include this power model and show some results comparing full mesh, 

slow (static) MLTE and fast MLTE under a scenario with daily traffic variations. 

2.1 Power model for multilayer traffic engineering 

In a general case, assuming no sub-optimal configuration, we may say that the to-

tal volume of packets processed (routed, forwarded) in a router node is dictated by 

the total volume of traffic offered at the interfaces. These interfaces consist of both 

tributary interfaces which connect to access nodes, and line cards which connect 

to the OXC/OADM associated with the router. 

Looking at interface traffic volume, we need to make a distinction between 

traffic volume sent and received over tributary interfaces to the client layer, and 

volume carried over line cards towards the optical layer. Client layer traffic is 

well-defined through traffic matrices applied during simulation case studies or, in 

real-life situations, assumed not to be subject to operator-imposed energy limita-

tions  (which would amount to client traffic throttling). Therefore, we can say that 

the total amount of traffic processing in the IP/MPLS node depends on traffic vol-

umes exchanged with its OXC/OADM, and it is these volumes that are subject to 

energy efficiency optimization. 

Assuming all interfaces are bidirectional (i.e., connect to a RX and TX fiber), 

moving transit traffic from full optical switching into the electronic layer instead 

will increase line card bandwidth as well as router packet processing (and there-

fore power requirements). Of course, transit traffic in a node originates and termi-

nates as client traffic in other nodes eventually. 
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Fig. 10.2: Bandwidth dependency of energy consumption for router chassis and interfaces.  

Even if this transit traffic is the main area of optimization, the client traffic ter-

minated at the node cannot simply be ignored in the bandwidth and power re-

quirement of the core interfaces of that node. This is because energy consumption 

is not linear with traffic volume. This is the case both for the complete IP/MPLS 

router chassis and for single line cards, as shown on Fig. 10.2. 

Firstly, the layer 3 router hardware itself will have a certain idle power speci-

fied. This is the power requirement when no (external) traffic is processed. Energy 

consumption increases with bandwidth, but there may not be a one-to-one relation, 

since, in addition to bulk bandwidth, traffic characteristics such as packet size or 

type (IP or MPLS) may also influence power requirements [12]. 

Secondly, ignoring traffic processing, layer 2 interfaces may show similar be-

havior, as shown on the right side of the figure (using logarithmic axes). For ex-

ample, for an Ethernet interface, several line rates may be supported. For each line 

rate regime, power requirement may be unrelated to transported traffic. However, 

higher line rates are generally more efficient than lower ones (in Watt per Mbit/s). 

For example, a 1 Gbit/s line rate consumes less power than ten times the 

100 Mbit/s power figure. For (electronic-optical) core network interfaces, we will 

typically see only 1 Gbit/s vs. 10 Gbit/s line rate, but one can assume similar ef-

fects for SONET/SDH interfaces supporting several framing rates (e.g., OC-48 vs. 

OC-192). Functionality such as the ability to power down parts of interface silicon 

in-between frames sent/received or throttling the interface to a lower line rate dur-

ing lower bandwidth usage periods may lead to a smoother, more continuous 

curve for the interface power vs. bandwidth characteristics as well. 

With the assumptions that router idle power is constant and interfaces carrying 

no traffic can be shut down, traffic processing is dictated by interface traffic vol-

ume. We adopt the line card power vs. bandwidth characteristic as a combined 

model of the bandwidth dependency of both chassis and interfaces, and assume it 

to be sufficient in describing power requirement optimization. In a generalized 

case, such a power characteristic will take the power law form p = p0 + (1 – p0) b
a
 

(p normalized power, b normalized bandwidth and parameters p0 idle power, a > 

0). Here p0 is an abstraction of combined chassis idle power, energy dissipation in 

unloaded line card, etc. Simulations have shown in fact that a linear power charac-

teristic will suffice in attaining near-optimal energy-efficient MLTE. Linear char-

acteristics will correspond with a = 1; p0 can be modified slightly to take the linear 

approximation into account. 
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2.2 Comparison with traditional capacity usage optimization 

The introduction of the power vs. bandwidth characteristic suggests similarities 

with more traditional MLTE optimization objectives. Logical topology design and 

routing in traffic grooming and multilayer traffic engineering is generally centered 

on optimizing network resource usage for a certain traffic scenario; reducing opti-

cal layer capacity requirements, or maximizing IP layer throughput. For resource 

usage, we aim at minimizing number of utilized IP/MPLS links, wavelength chan-

nels, etc. For example, a resource usage performance metric could be total number 

of set up IP/MPLS links (as opposed to total power requirements of the IP/MPLS 

links). 

Reducing the number of logical topology lightpaths as per traditional resource 

usage studies will, of course, also lower energy requirements, but the relation be-

tween logical topology and energy consumption is in fact more complex. For ex-

ample, sparser logical topology meshes require longer multi-hop IP paths, which 

lead to increased transit traffic processing energy consumption, as explained in the 

previous section.  

Clearly, energy-efficient logical topology design is neither about maximum op-

tical capacity saving (sparse mesh) nor maximum IP/MPLS router power reduc-

tion (short paths; full mesh). Optimal energy efficiency should be reached some-

where in between end-to-end and point-to-point grooming. However, link power 

consumption p vs. traffic load b is a non-linear function; the shape of this function 

will determine the optimal parameters for the MLTE algorithm. 
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Fig. 10.3: Bandwidth dependent cost functions used in optimization.  

A sample power vs. used link bandwidth function is shown on Fig. 10.3(a). 

When it is adopted as an MLTE cost function, the objective achieved is the mini-

mization of total power consumption, which is the sum of all logical link power(b) 

values. Used as a cost function, it relates to other basic optimization scenarios 

with their own distinct ‘cost’ shape: 

 Minimization of IP/MPLS router traffic volume, Fig. 10.3(b) – Router traffic 

volume is directly related to link traffic volume; therefore such optimization 
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corresponds with a proportional cost (vs. link bandwidth). Lightpaths in this 

case are ‘free’ according to the cost function (meaning there is no optimization 

towards optical capacity requirements), therefore an unloaded link has zero 

cost. Such optimization will lead to a (almost) full mesh logical topology, with 

minimal bandwidth utilization in all IP/MPLS links.  

 Minimization of optical layer capacity, Fig. 10.3(c) – In this case IP/MPLS 

router transit processing capacity and very long IP/MPLS paths are assumed to 

be ‘free’. This suggests a constant cost regardless of bandwidth utilization; ex-

cept for unloaded links, which can be assigned a zero cost (they can be re-

moved from the logical topology for an optical layer capacity reduction). Using 

this cost function, the objective is to minimize the total number of IP links, i.e., 

lightpaths. 

 

Of course, a typical MLTE capacity optimization scenario combines the two 

fringe cases. Additionally, one can assume that for multi-hop grooming (as is typi-

cal with MLTE) to appear in the network, we will require a concave shape in this 

link cost vs. bandwidth utilization function, or at least a cost function which lies 

higher than the proportional one for b < bmax. Note that the function on the right is 

not constant over the interval [0, bmax] as one may think at first glance but in fact 

(discontinuously) concave because of the zero cost for unloaded (b = 0) lightpaths. 

The middle function is neither concave nor convex, indeed there is no reason to 

groom traffic on multi-hop paths with such a function, the resulting routing will 

consequently be a shortest-path one on an IP/MPLS full mesh logical topology. 

2.3 Multilayer traffic engineering strategy 

The multilayer traffic engineering algorithm [13] adopted in this section uses a 

routing cost function (not to be confused with the power characteristic which is 

used to calculate power requirement after an MLTE solution is found) as shown 

on Fig. 10.4. 
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Fig.  10.4: IP/MPLS MLTE routing cost function.  

 The routing cost function is dependent on IP/MPLS link load, and is such that 

an optimal cost is seen for links between a certain range LLT – HLT (Low and 

High Load Threshold respectively). High costs beyond HLT avoid overloading 

IP/MPLS links; a cost ‘bump’ is added in order to raise costs for links with load 

below LLT. This makes sure that no lightly loaded links are present in the net-

work. In fact, when routing separate traffic streams, any IP/MPLS links that have 

their load drop below LLT will eventually become more and more costly, leading 

to all traffic being deviated from those links. When applying such an algorithm on 

a full mesh, this leads to some of the links not carrying any traffic, with many 

streams being routed along multi-hop paths on the remaining links. The algorithm 

can route over a virtual full mesh first; the subset of links that do carry traffic after 

the MLTE finishes is then matched on the actual multilayer IP-over-optical net-

work, using flexible optical switching and lightpath setup. Links not carrying traf-

fic do not need setup, which is how the strategy optimizes logical topology (as 

well as routing). 

Eventually, when looking at how IP/MPLS are then loaded in the network, we 

can plot a load histogram. An example histogram is also shown on Fig. 10.4, 

showing number of IP/MPLS links with a certain load for a sample traffic pattern, 

using this routing cost function. Obviously, the link load distribution is important 

as the power characteristic depends on core interface bandwidth utilization, i.e., 

IP/MPLS link load. This distribution is not only influenced by MLTE parameters 

such as the LLT, but also by the total traffic offered to the network, or rather how 

total traffic relates to link capacity bmax. For example, for low traffic volumes a 

very sparse (tree-like) logical topology may suffice, but this will not be the case 

for higher volumes. 
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2.4 Energy-efficient MLTE for daily traffic variations 

In this section, we look at typical operator networks, and note that often such net-

works see daily traffic variations. Although MLTE is suited for very large traffic 

variations, there is still merit in adapting the network to the typical daily alterna-

tion between peak and off-peak volumes seen in access as well as core networks. 

In [14], the rate of off-peak vs. peak volume is 50%. Depending on the type of 

network and devices accessing it, this rate may be 20% for WiFi networks, or even 

10% for a network servicing smart phones [15]. Obviously, a large part of the 

background off-peak volume is always-on traffic such as P2P services. However, 

even on wired access networks where such services are prevalent, daily variations 

are increasing in recent years [14]. Peak (day) traffic largely consists of more in-

teractive services, which need increasingly larger bandwidths (e.g., consider gain-

ing popularity of on-demand streaming video), making for a stronger diurnal traf-

fic oscillation.  
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Fig. 10.5: Power characteristic for normal and energy-efficient links.  

As MLTE provides an optimized topology adapted to offered traffic demand, 

we assume that power requirement can be optimized accordingly for the special 

case of daily variations, switching links on and off along with traffic volume 

changes. There clearly is room for specific energy efficiency-oriented optimiza-

tion by somehow modifying the MLTE strategy. For the case of optical layer re-

source usage, we used a so-called optical metric in [16]. This optical metric pro-

vides a cost figure for each possible lightpath, each corresponding to an IP/MPLS 

link, so the optical metric leads to a cost assignment in the IP/MPLS layer as well. 

It is incorporated into the MLTE strategy by multiplying it with the original 

MLTE routing cost function and using this resulting function instead for routing. 

The optical metric in [16] is a linear function of the number of optical hops.  

In the study presented here, we repeat this approach for a power-based metric: 

we take the interface power characteristic (as shown on Fig. 10.5) and multiply it 

with the original routing cost function (Fig. 10.4) to reach a new cost function 
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yielding automatic energy efficiency optimization.This new cost function incorpo-

rates a power metric (similar to the optical metric from [16]) that allows to take 

energy efficiency of IP/MPLS links into account. Specifically, it allows preferring 

those energy-efficient links over the less efficient links in routing the client traffic 

over the network and constructing the logical topology. The distinction between 

normal and energy efficient links is determined by the idle power requirement of 

the link interfaces, as shown on Fig. 10.5 for two types of links: normal ones 

which have an idle power P0 of 90% of Pmax, and energy efficient ones at 25% 

Pmax. 

To indicate the impact of MLTE optimization with a power-based metric and 

how it interacts with the presence of links of different energy efficiency in a net-

work, we consider an example scenario. The sample network consists of 14 nodes, 

of which four have power-efficient line cards (P0 = 25% of Pmax as on Fig. 10.5). 

For the peak volume traffic pattern, source-destination traffic is uniformly distrib-

uted between 0 and 50% maximum link capacity Bmax. To evaluate savings under 

daily traffic variations, we set the off-peak (i.e., night) traffic volume at 25% of 

the peak demand.  

In a first case, we look at the impact of the MLTE optimization itself, by com-

paring it to full mesh routing. Furthermore, we run the MLTE optimization in any 

of two regimes, which have different reaction times. On Table 10.1, total network 

power requirement Ptot after routing (normalized as Ptot / Pmax) is shown for both 

peak and off-peak demand, and this for full mesh routing and the two MLTE re-

gimes. 

The full mesh routing requires an IP/MPLS link to be set up between any two 

of the 14 IP/MPLS nodes; we notice some small reduction in power requirement 

for the off-peak volume, but since the idle power is quite substantial for most line 

cards, the savings are minimal (15%). It does however set a benchmark figure for 

the difference between peak and off-peak power requirements under MLTE opti-

mization techniques. 

Both MLTE regimes use the same power-based metric, but have different reac-

tion times. The first one, ‘slow’, has logical topology updates slower than the daily 

variations, i.e., a reaction time in terms of days. This may in fact even be some 

kind of dynamic grooming which acts on a large time-scale (months). In any case, 

the general idea of such optimization is to cope with slowly increasing traffic de-

mands over longer time periods, as seen in most networks. 

For the ‘fast’ variant, we allow MLTE actions in-between peak and off-hour 

periods, but this requires protocol support (e.g., GMPLS) for fast resource reserva-

tion and lightpath setup/teardown. The ‘slow’ variant necessarily optimizes for 

peak volume (so there is always enough bandwidth available for carrying traffic), 

which is why power requirements are equal for ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ during peak 

hours. Still, just the ability to optimize logical topology and switch off some of the 

links that are required for a full mesh routing, leads to a power reduction of 30% 

compared to the full mesh peak case.  
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For off-peak hours, power requirements are 45% lower (vs. full mesh off-peak) 

for ‘slow’ MLTE simply because of lower traffic volume, similar to the full mesh 

case). More importantly, for ‘fast’ MLTE, the MTLE optimization yields addi-

tional energy savings: drop of 70% vs. full mesh off-peak, since the ‘fast’ 

reoptimization switches off unneeded links and reroutes traffic accordingly as traf-

fic volume drops to off-peak numbers. 

Table 10.1: Peak vs. off-peak power requirements (Ptot / Pmax)for three TE scenarios.  

TE scenario peak (100% traffic volume) off-peak (25% traffic volume) 

Full mesh 56.4 47.7 

‘Slow’ MLTE 40.0 28.0 

‘Fast’ MLTE 40.0 13.2 

 

Next, we will ignore the full mesh scenario and instead look again at the ‘slow’ 

and ‘fast’ MLTE cases, but in this case we will incorporate the power-based met-

ric in the MLTE strategy. The power metric allows energy consumption optimiza-

tion by taking into account the energy efficiency of links, and configures optimal 

traffic loads for each type of line card. 

On Fig. 10.6, for the same network and traffic scenario, we show peak, off-

peak (‘slow’ MLTE) and again off-peak (‘fast’ MLTE) power requirements, and 

this for both regular MLTE (top pie-charts) and MLTE with a power-based metric 

(bottom). For each case, total network power requirement is indicated relatively 

through pie-chart area; the darker/lighter part of each pie-chart shows total power 

required by all line cards having high/low P0 respectively.  

In the ‘slow’ MLTE scenario, power requirement of high P0 link stays mostly 

the same during off-peak hours, as high P0 suggests link power requirement to be 

mostly insensitive to a traffic volume reduction. In energy efficient links however, 

power requirement will lower with traffic volume; this explains why the relative 

portion of high P0 (vs. low P0) power requirement increases for off-peak traffic 

volume. 

The power metric enabled scheme tends to avoid and shut down inefficient line 

cards (links), especially at off-peak (‘low’) volumes. Although the slow regime of-

fers no reconfiguration at off-peak volumes, avoiding inefficient line cards leads 

to better (compared to regular MLTE) scaling of total power requirement with 

traffic volume. 

Comparing ‘fast’ regime for regular vs. power metric, a reduction of 12% in 

power is seen for off-peak hours (13% for the regular vs. power metric in the 

‘slow’ regime). The difference for peak traffic is minimal as no interfaces are run 

near their idle operating point, so differences in power efficiency are minimal also. 
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Fig. 10.6: Comparison of regular MLTE and MLTE with power metric.  

Energy efficiency aware MLTE serves to traffic engineer around, and shut 

down power inefficient parts of the network, leading to lower total energy con-

sumption. Even for slow response regimes, per-interface power considerations 

lead to logical topologies scaling better with offered traffic volume. 
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3 Optical bypass 

3.1 Core network architecture 

 A core network consists of a relatively small number of core routers that are 

interconnected through wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) optical fiber 

links, usually in a mesh or ring topology. These core routers (also referred to as 

layer 3 switches) serve as an access point for the access network and route the 

traffic using the high-capacity WDM links to other, distant routers of the core 

network. A WDM fiber link carries multiple optical signals over one single fiber 

by employing wavelength division multiplexing. Each wavelength, or channel, is 

capable of carrying for example 10 Gbit/s or 40 Gbit/s, with 40, 80 or more wave-

lengths multiplexed per fiber. 

Current core network architecture is typically a mix of several layers of tech-

nologies on top of each other, such as IP-over-ATM-over-SDH, as illustrated in 

Fig. 10.7-a However, there is a trend to move to more homogeneous architectures 

where IP is routed directly over WDM links, as shown in Fig. 10.7-b. 

 

Fig. 10.7: Evolution of the core node architecture  

A technique already in use for cost reduction and router capacity offloading is 

optical bypass [5], shown in Fig. 10.7-c. Traffic not intended for the intermediate 
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node remains in the optical domain and is not processed by the router. The light 

path is switched, using optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) or optical cross 

connects (OXCs) from an incoming fiber link directly on the appropriate outgoing 

fiber link. This allows reducing the capacity of the router and the corresponding 

power consumption. Optical bypass is possible on single-wavelength granularity 

or on waveband granularity (requiring fewer ports in the OXC or OADM since 

multiple wavelengths are switched at the same time). 

As stated, while optical bypass is already in use for cost reduction and router 

capacity offloading, in this study we investigate the potential of single-wavelength 

optical bypass for power consumption reduction. 

The node and link architecture supporting optical bypass, and that we consider 

for the rest of this paper, is shown in Fig. 10.1.  The core node consists of an IP 

router equipped with a number of line cards (LC) having a certain capacity, e.g. 

1 Gbit/s at the client side and 10 Gbit/s at the network side. The optical WDM 

signals are generated using long-haul transponders (TR).  

3.2 Case study 

For evaluating the power consumption and potential savings by employing optical 

bypass, we will consider the fictional but realistic pan-European core network 

shown in Fig. 10.8. It is based on the European Géant research network that has 

been modified to represent a commercial transport network; for example, each 

node is connected to at least two other nodes to protect against link failures. 
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Fig. 10.8: The logical topology of the exemplary core network  

A 34-by-34 traffic demand matrix specifies the IP traffic between the nodes, 

with a smallest granularity of 1 Gbit/s. It represents a realistic demand scenario 

with randomized traffic considering higher demands for nodes located geograph-

ically nearer to each other. All traffic is assumed to be bidirectional. The demand 

matrix is approximately 65% meshed, i.e., 65% of all potential node-to-node de-

mands are non-zero.  

Table 10.2: Network study parameters 

Parameter Value  

Network - number of nodes 34 

Network - number of links 54 

Network - mean node degree 3.09 

Traffic matrix – mesh degree 65% 

Protection 1+1 

Node client-side capacity interface granularity 1 Gbit/s 

Node network-side capacity interface granularity 10 Gbit/s 

 

Furthermore, the network will provide 1+1 protection, which means that each 

demand is continuously transmitted over two different paths at the same time; if 

one path fails, the traffic will still be available without interruption over the other 

path. 
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The granularity for the interfaces available in a core node differs: the access or 

client-side traffic connects to a core node using 1 Gbit/s interfaces, the core net-

work side channel interfaces are all 10 Gbit/s interfaces.  

Apart from this we will consider the following two different scenarios for cal-

culating the power consumption: 

 A non-bypass scenario, where all the traffic in a node – both the traffic that 

starts or ends in the node, as well as the bypass traffic – will be processed by 

the IP router. This provides the opportunity for the IP router to groom – i.e., 

bundle – traffic from different sources destined for the same outgoing link. This 

assures that optical channels can be optimally filled. 

 An optical bypass scenario, where a dedicated optical path (channel) is set up 

from end node to end node. This way, the bypass traffic destined for another 

node will not have to be handled by the IP router, and consequently not have to 

be converted from the optical to the electronic domain and back to the optical 

domain. On the other hand, if an end-to-end traffic demand is smaller than the 

available channel capacity, the channel will not be optimally used, resulting in 

a higher number of channels and equipment required. 

3.3 Power consumption model 

We will apply two different methods to calculate the power consumption of the 

total network, and then compare the resulting values: 

 The first method will be based on dimensioning the network, that is, calculating 

for each traffic demand the path that will be followed across all nodes, and sub-

sequently determine the equipment  required. By multiplying the equipment 

count with its respective power consumption, the total power will be known. 

 The second, alternative method is based on a simplified model or formula that 

takes a number of parameters and outputs the resulting total power consump-

tion. This will be less accurate than the first method, but has the advantage of 

being less computationally intensive. 

In both cases, we will take into account an extra amount of power consumed, 

mainly for cooling the locations from the heat generated by the equipment. This 

overhead is commonly characterized by the power usage effectiveness (PUE) [7]. 

The PUE is the ratio of the total amount of power consumed over the useful power 

consumed.  

We assume a typical PUE value of 2, indicating that for each watt consumed by 

the actual useful equipment (such as the routers and transponder line cards), an 

additional watt is consumed in overhead equipment. In highly optimized and effi-
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cient cooled data centers, lower PUE values are possible, but this is not yet com-

monplace. 

3.3.1 Dimensioning-based power model 

The power consumption in the core network will be the sum of the various power 

consuming components in the different logical layers. Descending from the IP to 

the optical layer, we will consider the power consumption of the IP routers, the 

WDM transponders, the optical amplifiers, and for very long optical connections 

the optical signal regenerators.  

To calculate the corresponding number of each type of the above equipment, 

every node and link in the network has to be dimensioned. Dimensioning entails 

the calculation of the required number of client and network interfaces at the core 

nodes, and the required number of channels and fibers in the links. Following 

from this, we can calculate the router capacity, number of transponders, amplifiers 

and regenerations required. To do so, the traffic demands are routed through the 

network using a shortest cycle path algorithm. The shortest cycle path algorithm 

provides 1+1 protection. Taking all this into account, for each node-to-node traffic 

demand, a data path will be set up, likely traversing multiple intermediate links 

and nodes. As a result, the required traffic over each link and in each node will be 

known. 

An overview of the relevant parameters and values that will be discussed in 

more detail in the remainder of this section is given in Table 10.3. 

Table 10.3: Power consumption model values. 

Element Value  Unit 

Router efficiency, PR/CR 14  W/Gbit/s 

Transponder (10G, bidirectional), PTR 50  W 

Optical amplifier (bidirectional, per fiber pair), PA 100  W 

Optical amplifier span 80  km 

Regenerator (bidirectional, per channel), PRE 20  W 

Regenerator span 1500  km 

Channels per fiber 40   

Channel capacity 10  Gbit/s 

Protection 1+1   

Power usage effectiveness (PUE) 2   

 

 Router Power Consumption – The router power consumption is largely inde-

pendent from the router load, as we have already mentioned in section 2  above. 

Therefore, the total installed router capacity is a good metric to calculate the router 

power consumption. The number of commercially available core routers is lim-
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ited. Notable manufacturers include Cisco (CRS series), Juniper Networks (T-

series) and Huawei (NetEngine 5000E).  

Plotting the maximum power consumption of various router configurations of 

the first two vendors shows an almost linear relationship between capacity and 

power consumption approximated by PR = 14 W/Gbit/s for bidirectional commu-

nication. This implies that a 1 Gbit/s interface card will consume 14 W, and a 

10 Gbit/s interface card 140 W. 

Transponder Power consumption – A WDM transponder is required both at the 

sending and the receiving node. It converts the signal from a short-range, site-

specific wavelength to an ITU standardized wavelength for long haul DWDM 

communication, and vice-versa.  

The power consumption of transponders is mainly dependent on the supported da-

ta rate. We do not differentiate by the modulation scheme or type of the tran-

sponders (for example, DPSK or coherent), as it is often an implicit requirement 

for achieving the required data rate. 

Based on a number of vendor data sheets, power consumption values for 

10 Gbit/s bidirectional transponders under typical loads are around 50 W. This 

value includes overhead power consumption, mainly for management of the tran-

sponders. As WDM transponders are typically only required at the network-side, 

we thus get for the power consumption per connection: 

TR
conn

rstransponde PP .2  

Amplifier Power Consumption – A number of optical amplifiers are required for 

each fiber pair, as can be seen in Fig. 10.1. A booster amplifier and preamplifier 

amplify all signals in a fiber pair respectively upon leaving and entering a node. 

Furthermore, an optical inline amplifier (also referred to as optical line amplifier 

or OLA) inserted typically every 80 km corrects for intermediate signal attenua-

tion. Commercially available amplifiers usually can be used for all of the above 

three functions.  

The power consumption values found in vendor data sheets vary wildly, rang-

ing from as low as 6 W to over 600 W. However, based on a detailed analysis, a 

representative value for common EDFA long span amplifiers (as opposed to more 

powerful Raman amplifiers) is around 100 W. This value includes a 20% over-

head attributed to management cards and monitoring support systems at the ampli-

fier sites. 

The total amplifier power consumption for a physical link is thus a function of 

the individual amplifier power consumption PA, the number of required fiber pairs 

Nfp and the link length Llink: 
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The number of required fiber pairs Nfp for a link can be calculated – assuming 

full wavelength conversion – based on the number of bidirectional channels re-

quired Nc and the number of bidirectional channel pairs Ncfp available per fiber 

pair: 
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Regeneration Power Consumption – Even with intermediate optical amplifica-

tion, the length of an optical path is limited due to attenuation and increasing sig-

nal-to-noise ratio. As a result, optical paths exceeding this maximum transmission 

distance will require optical 3R regeneration (reamplification, reshaping and 

retiming of the data pulse). The maximum transmission distance for this study is 

taken to be 1500 km [6]. 

Regeneration has to be performed per channel (and not per fiber), and is func-

tionally similar to two back-to-back transponders. As such its power consumption 

is also dependent on the data rate. Based on a number of vendor data sheets, a typ-

ical value for bidirectional 10 Gbit/s regenerators is around 20 W. Again, this in-

cludes a (roughly) 20% management overhead. 

With the number of regenerations per link depending on the number of required 

bidirectional channels per link Nc and the length of the bidirectional connection 

light path Lconn, the regeneration power consumption per bidirectional connection 

then becomes: 





















km

L
NPP conn
cRE

conn
regen

1500
..  

3.3.2 Alternative power model 

It is also possible to estimate the network power consumption without calculating 

the individual equipment count. Similar to what is described in [10], this alterna-

tive model is based on a number of high-level parameters and properties of the 

network, and provides a way to calculate the power consumption of the same 

components as considered above.  

The total power consumption of the core network is again simply the sum of 

the power consumption of the constituting components. 
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The individual power consumption is directly given by the following equations: 
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Table 10.4 gives an explanation of the symbols and parameter values. 

Table 10.4: Symbols and values 

Quantity Symbol Value 

 (non-bypass) 

Value  

(bypass) 

Core router efficiency PR/CR 14 W/Gbit/s 

Transponder efficiency  PTR/CTR 5 W/Gbit/s 

Amplifier efficiency PA/CA 0.25 W/Gbit/s 

Regenerator efficiency PRE/CRE 2 W/Gbit/s 

Hop count H 3.83 1 

Provisioning factor for protection ηpr 2 

Provisioning factor for cooling (=PUE) ηPUE 2 

Number of connections NC 367 

Average demand per connection DC See further 

Fiber filling (% of used channels in fiber) f 100% 

Average link length α 753 km 3.83 * 753 km 

 

These equations can be deduced naturally from multiplying the component ef-

ficiency with the number of connections and the amount of traffic over that con-

nection. Only the last equation expressing the regeneration power consumption 

will be very crude since the average link length is not a very good indicator for the 

number of regenerations, especially since its value is of the same order of the gen-

eration span of 1500 km. 
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The parameter values were determined as follows: 

 The core router efficiency value PR/CR is as given in the previous power model, 

the transponder efficiency PTR/CTR has been derived by dividing the transpond-

er consumption by the channel capacity, and the amplifier efficiency PA/CA by 

dividing the power consumption by the total fiber capacity (40 x 10 Gbit/s). 

 Following the network global expectation model proposed in [11], the 

hopcount H in a uniform network can be approximated by the following equa-

tion, with N the total number of nodes in the network and L the number of bidi-

rectional links in the network:  

1
2

2






N

L

N
H  

For the non-bypass scenario, filling in N=34, L=54 gives H=3.83. For com-

parison, the actual average hopcount is around 4.   

For the non-bypass scenario, we will assume the hopcount to be 1, as direct 

end-to-end paths will be set up. 

 The number of connections is directly available from the traffic demand matrix, 

as well as the average demand per connection. The latter will be increasing 

however. 

 The fiber filling is optimistically estimated to be 100%, which will be a good 

approximation for large demands. The average connection length is calculated 

directly from the network topology. Again, it could also be estimated; the net-

work global expectation model [11] provides an approximation based on the 

geographic area A covered by the network α = √A/(√N-1). For an estimated ar-

ea of 3000 × 3300
 
km

2
, this

 
would give α = 653 km.  As for the bypass scenario 

we have assumed a hop count equal to one, the average link length will have to 

be multiplied by the non-bypass hop count to get a reasonable representation. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Comparison of both models 

Fig. 10.9 shows the results of applying the above two models to our exemplary 

European core network for an increasing traffic demand. The uninterrupted lines 
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show the total power consumption by dimensioning the network; the dashed lines 

indicate the result from the alternative model. 
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Fig. 10.9: Total power consumption of the pan-European core network as a function of the 

bidirectional average node traffic demand. 

For the non-bypass scenario the approximation of the alternative model is reason-

ably accurate, for average demands higher than 10 Gbit/s (the interface) the esti-

mate is over 93% of the actual value. A more detailed analysis shows that the de-

viation results from a slight underestimate of the router power consumption; the 

alternative model does not take into account suboptimal used interfaces.  

For the bypass scenario the approximation is much less accurate, certainly for low 

demands. There are three main reasons why our alternative model doesn’t hold 

well for the bypass scenario:  

 at traffic demands below the network interface capacity (i.e., below 10 Gbit/s) 

the model does not take into account the suboptimal used interfaces, thereby 

overestimating the router efficiency; the underestimate is worse than for the 

non-bypass scenario because in the latter the grooming dampens the 

suboptimality, 

 the amplifier power consumption is estimated much lower because a higher 

number of fibers will be required per link (to accommodate all the extra chan-

nels) for the same amount of demand traffic; this results in an overestimate of 

the amplifier efficiency,  

 the regeneration estimate is too low as our simplified equation is too crude. 
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3.4.2 Total power consumption 

As can be seen in Fig. 10.9 the total power consumption in the network is in the 

order of a few megawatts, scaling linearly with increasing traffic demands. Taking 

the non-bypass 10 Gbit/s average demand as a convenient reference, 3 MW is 

roughly equal to the electrical power consumption of a nearly 6000 households2. 

From a power generation perspective, this would require about four medium to 

large wind turbines3. 

When comparing the power consumption of both the non-bypass and bypass 

scenario we can make the following observations.  

For very low demands (less than 3 Gbit/s) the power consumed in the bypass 

scenario is higher than in the non-bypass scenario. In the optical bypass scenario a 

dedicated optical channel is required for each end-to-end communication. As at 

the network side we only have 10 Gbit/s interfaces available, for demands below 

10 Gbit/s the channels will not be optimally filled. This is less the case for the 

non-bypass scenario where all the traffic is ‘pulled’ up into the IP routing layer: 

the router can groom all demands for the same outgoing links, thereby optimally 

filling the channels, saving on the number of 10 Gbit/s interfaces and subsequently 

power consumption. 

With rising traffic demands (from around 4 Gbit/s), the bypass strategy starts to 

pay off, consuming less energy. The power consumption of the bypass strategy in-

itially rises more slowly than for the non-bypass strategy. This is because the un-

derutilized 10 Gbit/s channels can carry the additional traffic demands at almost 

no energy increase, whereas for the non-bypass this is not the case. For example, 

consider a link which has to carry two demand streams of 4 Gbit/s. In the bypass 

scenario this will require two 10 Gbit/s interfaces and two channels, for a total of 

20 Gbit/s. In the non-bypass scenario, the two demands will be groomed to 

8 Gbit/s and will require only one 10 Gbit/s router interface. Now, if both de-

mands double to 8 Gbit/s, the bypass scenario requirements will remain un-

changed (two 10 Gbit/s, and two channels), whereas in the non-bypass scenario 

the groomed demands will equal 16 Gbit/s, now requiring two 10 Gbit/s interfaces 

and channels instead of one. 

                                                           
2 Assuming an average power consumption of 4500 kWh/year per household, it takes about 5800 

households to consume 3 MW. 

3 For good measure, the average power produced by a modern wind turbine at a good site is 

about 30% of the peak output [8]. The peak output of a medium to large wind turbine is around 

3 MW (or more), which means that in practice at least three or four wind turbines would be re-

quired. 
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3.4.3 Relative savings 

The actual relative savings of the bypass scenario over the non-bypass scenario 

are shown in 10.10. As can be expected roughly when the average demand equals 

the channel capacity, the power savings stabilize, leveling off in this case to about 

60%. Thus, by employing optical bypass we are able to consume only 40% of the 

power that would be used when no optical bypass would be employed. 
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Fig. 10.10: Relative savings of the bypass scenario power consumption over the non-bypass 

scenario 

It is important to point out that the 60% value is no magic number. As shown in 

[9], the maximum energy savings achieved depend on the size of the network (in 

terms of nodes). For a network with similar connectivity, gains will be lower for 

smaller networks, and higher for larger networks. This is because for larger net-

works the chance of establishing longer lightpaths increases, bypassing more in-

termediate nodes, and thus saving on router interfaces.  

3.4.4 Distribution 

Fig. 10.11 shows the distribution of the power consumption among the four 

contributing components.  

 The total power consumption is clearly dominated by the IP router, accounting 

for 60% to 70%.  

 The transponder power consumption accounts for about 20%, with a slightly 

lower value for the bypass scenario: the longer end-to-end links only require a 

transponder at the end points, thereby skipping on the intermediate transpond-

ers in the bypass nodes.  
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 Amplifier power consumption is higher for the bypass scenario because the 

higher number of wavelengths results in more fiber pairs and thus more ampli-

fiers. 

 The regenerator power consumption is completely negligible in the non-bypass 

scenario where it accounts for only 0.3%. Obviously with longer optical paths 

in the bypass scenario, regeneration is more prominent, but still only less than 

5% of the total power consumption. 
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Fig. 10.11: Distribution of the power consumption 
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Optical bypass allows to save up to 50% of the electrical energy over a non-

bypass scenario in the core network. A key requirement is sufficient filling of the 

channel capacity. The main share of the power is consumed by the IP routers 

(50% to 70% of the total power), followed by the transponders (around 20%).  
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